Some current models of aphasia emphasize a role of short-term memory in the processing of language and propose that the language impairment in aphasia involves impairment to cognitive processes that activate and maintain representations of words over the time-period needed to support single word and multiple word tasks, including verbal span tasks. This paper reports normative data from 39 people with aphasia and 16 age-matched neurotypical controls on a test battery for aphasia that assesses effects of increased short-term/working memory load on word and sentence processing as well as effects of linguistic variations on verbal short-term memory abilities. Two concepts are discussed that capture the unique potential of this test battery for research and clinical practice: specificity of diagnosis and sensitivity to all degrees of aphasia severity, including mild aphasia. An analysis is included that shows how the performance of individuals with mild aphasia who achieve normal level of performance on the Western Aphasia Battery (Kertesz, 2006) shows a decline in a temporal delay condition that is greater than performance of control participants. We also report preliminary data showing differential effects of adding a time interval before a response or between items to be compared: reduced accuracy for some individuals with aphasia and improved accuracy for others. The theoretical and clinical importance of this finding is discussed, as well as the overall potential for this test battery to be used in research and as a clinical tool. Finally, we discuss the relevance of this test battery to investigate functional communication abilities in aphasia.
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Introduction
Approaches to assessment of language impairment in aphasia have evolved in accordance with changing views of the nature of aphasia and the level of description used to diagnose a language impairment. Neuroanatomical models motivated classification of aphasia impairments in terms of symptom complexes associated with the regions of neurological impairment, with the symptoms described at the 'task' level (e.g., naming, repetition or comprehension). Psycholinguistic models provided a more microscopic perspective with their description of language impairments in aphasia in terms of the linguistic representations (e.g., semantics) and processes (access, retrieval) involved in carrying out language tasks. For example, in this type of model, a naming impairment could be attributed to poor access of word representations from semantics or poor phonological encoding of words. These models reflected an emerging view of aphasia as a disorder that affects processing of language representations (e.g., McNeil, 1982; McNeil & Pratt, 2001) , not the loss of linguistic representations. As this characterization of the nature of aphasia has increased in prominence, research has focused more on identifying the component operations of language processing, including mechanisms of accessing and
